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Dear Friends,

Five years ago, the Clark-Fox Policy 

Institute was launched. Founded through the 

generosity of Maxine Clark and Bob Fox, 

the institute was charged with the following 

goals: provide exceptional training in 

policy practice that prepares Brown School 

students for distinguished service and 

leadership in the � eld; maintain a trans-

disciplinary network of scholars whose 

collaborations produce game-changing 

research and thought-leadership on critical 

policy issues; undertake meaningful public 

engagement that involves invested, impacted 

and interested community stakeholders in 

the advancement of e� ective policy solutions 

and practices; and support the continuous 

improvement of social systems and structures 

that impact community well-being.

Sincerely,

Gary Parker
Associate Dean for External A� airs
Director, Clark-Fox Policy Institute
Brown School at Washington University in St. Louis

Letter from Director
This year, under the guidance of the Brown 
School’s Evaluation Center, we embarked on a 
journey to chart out the institute’s next � ve 
years. By engaging with our invested parties 
within the university and the broader 
community, we gathered meaningful and 
constructive guidance that shaped the institute’s 
anchoring pillars and strategic priorities aimed 
at addressing health, education, and social 
disparities for children and the adults that care 
for them.

The Clark-Fox Policy Institute functions as a 
means to accelerate the translation of existing 
research � ndings into policy actions. The speci� c 
characteristics, needs, and assets of greater 
St. Louis must be incorporated during this 
process. This begins by using existing data as a 
foundation and working closely with community 
members, leaders, and other stakeholders to 
understand factors unique to the 
local community.

Additionally, the institute serves as a training 
center, regional convener and catalyst addressing 
pressing social issues identi� ed by our partner 
organizations. This important part of the policy-
making process serves to unify and strengthen 
communities thereby increasing the success of 
policy implementation and high-impact 
positive change.

Looking back on our � rst � ve years, we are proud 
that our nonpartisan, community-engaged cross-
sector collaborations that resulted in equity-
driven policies that have been implemented on 
the local, state and federal level.

We look forward to continuing the momentum 
for the next � ve years.
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A� er enjoying highly successful careers as innovative 
entrepreneurs, civic leaders Maxine Clark and Bob Fox 
founded the Clark-Fox Family Foundation in 2004. The 
Clark-Fox Family Foundation supports the economic 
development of the St. Louis metropolitan region through 
program development and investments in K-12, higher 
education, public health, immigration, social justice, 
community leadership, and entrepreneurship. Building 
on a legacy of generous support to Washington University 
in St. Louis, Maxine Clark and Bob Fox pledged funding 
for a new forum facility and policy-related programming 
at the Brown School. In recognition of their commitment, 
the Brown School Policy Forum was renamed the Maxine 
Clark and Bob Fox Policy Institute.

Maxine Clark and 
Bob Fox
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Mission. Vision. Guiding Values.

Vision: 
The Clark-Fox Policy Institute 
envisions a more just and 
equitable world in which policy 
solutions are community-
driven, eff ective, and innovative. 

Our equitable 
policy solutions are 
aimed at producing 
outcomes that are 
no longer predicted 
by race or personal 
identity. We inten-
tionally use our 
privilege and access 
to amplify the voices 
of people who are 
most impacted by 
systemic oppression. 

We engage in 
radical listening 
to strengthen our 
capacity to build 
deeper connec-
tions, empathy and 
understanding of 
ourselves and those 
around us. 

We cannot and will 
not do this work 
alone. We actively 
seek to develop, 
cultivate, and 
nurture authentic 
partnerships to 
co-create eff ective 
solutions that drive 
sustainable posi-
tive change.

We hold ourselves 
accountable to 
the communities 
we serve and 
humbly accept 
and acknowledge 
our limitations.

We pledge to find 
joy and fun in our 
work. Consciously 
creating moments 
of joy is recharging 
and critical to 
self-care.

Equity Authentic 
Partnership Accountability Radical 

listening Joy

Mission:
The Clark-Fox Policy Institute aims 
to advance social and economic 
justice through practitioner training 
and working collaboratively to 
develop evidence-informed policy 
that bridges the gap between 
researchers and impacted populations 
by aligning scientific research with 
lived experience.

Guiding Values:
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Who,
What, 
and Where
The Clark-Fox Policy Institute 

recognizes how policy and 

community engagement can and 

should be used as a vehicle to 

radically transform the St. Louis 

region into a more just and 

equitable region for everyone, 

especially those who have been 

most impacted by oppressive 

systems. Policy solutions 

developed using both 

community science and lived 

experience can further social and 

economic justice to resolve 

deeply entrenched health, 

education, and social disparities 

that are ultimately compromising 

the wellbeing of children and the 

adults that care for them. Our 

emphasis is on the St. Louis 

region. Additionally, we will 

continue to partner with 

organizations working at the 

local, state, national, and 

global levels.
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Commitment to Equity – We are 
committed to intentionally centering our 
eff orts on equity. We are dedicated to 
elevating policy solutions that deconstruct 
racism and all forms of structural oppres-
sion.  We recognize the importance of 
intersectionality and know that all forms of 
oppression are linked. 

Community at the Center – We strive 
to function as a community catalyst that 
uplift s the lived experiences and stories 
of those in the St. Louis region. This is a 
critical framework that will strengthen and 
build grass-roots advocacy eff orts to decon-
struct policies that perpetuate disparate 
outcomes for children and the adults that 
care for them. 

Evidence-Informed Policy - We 
acknowledge that policy is a powerful 
tool that must be grounded in science.  
Eff ective policy is driven by aligning 
scientific research with lived experiences. 
Community voices are centered and 
paired with scientific evidence to establish 
policy solutions. 

Education and Training –We provide 
exceptional training in community-focused 
policy practice that prepares students, 
scholars, community members, and future 
policymakers to navigate the policymaking 
and implementation process.

Our Anchoring Pillars



Strategic Priorities
–  Identify and support existing community 

campaigns, coalitions, and action groups. 

–  Engage with researchers, policymakers, 

and the community to produce 

evidence-informed reports, policy 

briefs, and other policy products.  

–  Train existing and future policy practi-

tioners, researchers, and community 

members in e� ective evidence-informed 

policy development, legislative advocacy, 

and community organizing. 

–  Build a national network of policy-focused 

social work organizations, researchers, 

and Brown School alumni dedicated to 

the development and implementation 

of evidence-informed policy solutions.  

Our Logic Model
Engage the 
Community
Through radical listening, 
we engage community 
members and partners to collectively iden-
tify issues, needs, and solutions to advance 
equitable policies and practices.

Analyze
We build upon the intellectual 
capital of the Brown School and 
its partners by analyzing current 

scientific research to inform our 
evidence-informed policy solutions.

Translate  
We serve as an engine of 
translation, combining research 
and community voice into 
accessible, informative, and 
eff ective products that serve as policy tools in 
the hands of informed citizens, lawmakers, 
scholars, and civic leaders.

Elevate Policy 
Solutions  
We elevate policy solutions that 
lift  up racial equity by encour-
aging discourse on policy as a structural solu-
tion to racism and all forms of oppression.

Improve Outcomes
Our goals are improved child wellbeing and 

healthy youth develop-
ment while addressing 
systemic inequity to 
ensure that all children 
– and the people that 
care for them – have the 
opportunity to thrive.▲ Make Work Work: 

Strengthening Missouri 
through Quality Child Care 
for Working Families

▲ Launching Lifelong Success: 
Ensuring St. Louisʼ Kids are 
Ready by Five
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The Clark-Fox Policy Institute utilizes an 
intersectional, racial equity lens, to ensure that 
health, educational and � nancial outcomes for 
children and the adults that care for them, are 
not predicated on race or personal identity. 

Through our intentional e� orts we are charting a 

path towards the following outcomes: 

- Expanded coordination, alignment, and unity 

among community organizations and policymakers 

working on improving child wellbeing.

- Increased understanding and appreciation of 

lived experiences through deep community 

engagement practices.

- Reduced health, education, and social disparities 

that disproportionately impact Black and Brown 

children and families in the St. Louis region 

and beyond. 

- Alignment with the strategic plans of the Brown 

School and Washington University in St. Louis.

Goals

“It’s time to double 

down on our role and 

impact in St. Louis.” 

 Andrew D. Martin
Chancellor
Washington University 
in St. Louis.
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The Clark-Fox Policy Institute embraces the bold 
goals of the strategic plans of the Brown School and 
Washington University in St. Louis. These plans 
make a stated commitment to contributing to mean-
ingful impact and a vibrant region. The Clark-Fox 
Policy Institute will lean into the collective work of 
addressing racial inequities and economic mobility 
with the school and university.

▲ Graduate Policy Scholars
The first cohort of Graduate Policy 
Scholars inducted into the Clark-
Fox Policy Institute. There are now 
over 250 Graduate Policy Scholars 
highly trained and skilled policy 
practitioners ready to advance 
equitable evidence-informed 
policy solutions.
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Special thanks to everyone who collaborated with 
us, including Ruopeng An, Hannah Allee, Abigail 
Barker, Ozge Sensoy Bahar, Kirby Burkholder, 
Sheretta Butler-Barnes, Heather Cameron, Charli Cooksey, 
Lisa Clancy, David Dwight, Tonya Edmond, Dan Ferris, 
Deanna Finch, Paulette Foerster, Patrick Fowler, 
Elizabeth George, Janelle Gibson, Krysta Grangeno, 
Megan Green, Michal Grinstein-Weiss, Sunghei Han, 
Jennifer Harpring, Erica Henderson, Angela Hobson, 
Sean Joe, Melissa Jonson-Reid, Katie Kaufmann, 
Emily Koenig, Elicia Lanier, Barbara Levin, Charles 
Lewis, Ryan Lindsay, Lara Markovitz, Mary McKay, 
Molly Metzger, Sarah Moreland-Russell, Gloria Nolan, 
Jessica Payne, Jason Purnell, Mark Rank, Stephen Roll, 
Margaret Sharraden, Kim Thuy Seelinger, Fred Sswamala, 
Lindsay Stark, Vetta Thompson, Nicole Strombom, 
Katie Rahn, Rodrigo Reis, Jorge Riopedre, 
Lakesha Robinson, 

Barry Rosenberg, Will Ross, Joey Saunders, Anna Shabsin, 
Wally Siewert, Jewel Staff ord, Paul Taylor, Atia Thurman, 
and Cynthia Williams.

Additional thanks to strategic planning committee 
members Kelvin Adam, Katie Casas, Maxine Clark, Emily 
Cohen, Adrienne Davis, Tim Eby, Bob Fox, Dave Hilliard, 
Ginger Imster, Bethany Johnson-Javois, Trish Kohl, 
Ed Macias, Tim McBride, Sandra Moore, Teri Murray, 
Ellen Rostand, Larry Shapiro, Ellen Sherberg, Michael 
Sherraden, Charlie Shields, Jeff  Smith, Sue Stepleton, 
Nancy Parker Tice, Mike Wolf, and Clint Zweifel.

▲ Mayor Jones presenting proclamation. Mayor Tishaura Jones presents a proclamation in recognition of exceptional 
service improving the lives of children and families in the City of St. Louis
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CONTACT INFO
Clark-Fox Policy Institute
Gary Parker, Director
Brown School at Washington University in St. Louis
1 Brookings Drive, Campus Box 1196
St. Louis, MO 63130
314-935-8807
gary.parker@wustl.edu

clarkfoxpolicyinstitute.wustl.edu


